Oﬀering you over 40 years of experience, exceptional customer service, 4,000 titles
and 149 categories, ensures the best choice available for your Self-Development and
Group HR/Training Programs. We’re sure you’ll agree, we’re the best source for you.
To discuss your needs, get FREE Previews or a FREE Catalog, contact:

carol@monadtrainersaide.com

1.800.344.6088
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CHANGING THE RULES

SAFETY MATTERS: OFFICE SAFETY

Purchase only, $495

Purchase only, $395

(HIEIM) 25 minutes DVD with ancillary materials
This program helps humans resolve gender related communication problems
by providing effective strategies to be able to successfully communicate
between them.

(COASTAL/DUPONT) 8 minute DVD/USB with ancillary materials
This program shows viewers how to deal with the issues relating to Ergonomics
and Back Safety; Housekeeping; Cuts and Pinch Points; Electrical Awareness;
Fire Safety; and the Safe Handling of Chemicals.

DROP BY DROP: UNCONSCIOUS BIAS

SAFETY MATTERS: SECURITY AT WORK

(COASTAL/DUPONT) 11 minute DVD/USB with ancillary materials
Shows how disrespect can lurk behind “innocent” remarks, tiny, subtle digs
and throwaway remarks that seem inconsequential, but slowly kill morale
and hurt productivity.

Purchase only, $595

(COASTAL/DUPONT) 8 minute DVD with ancillary materials
This program shows viewers how to be aware of facility security; discussing various types of threats and proactive measures to counter them. Plus
outlying how to act when faced with such a threat.
Purchase only, $395

GENDER DRIVEN SELLING STRATEGY

SEAT AT THE TABLE: EMBRACING DIVERSITY

(HIEIM) 25 minutes DVD with ancillary materials
This program uncovers the secrets of targeting your sales strategy for equal
success with both men and women. It shows how to build relationships, when
to chat, when to get down to business, even how and where to stand when
selling to a woman or a man.

(COASTAL/DUPONT) 9 minute DVD/USB with ancillary materials
Offering 4 key points to help organizations create an inclusive workplace that
values differences, encourages innovation and boosts performance.

Purchase only, $595

Purchase only, $495

SEXUAL HARASSMENT: THE UNTOLD STORY

(COASTAL/DUPONT) 14 minute DVD/USB with ancillary materials
Featuring interviews with lawyers and victims of harassment the program the
findings 2 major types of harassment, Quid Pro Quo and hostile environment.
Explaining why it is difficult becloud against harassment, highlighting the
roles of witnesses and HR in responding to it.

IT’S ABOUT RESPECT II

(COASTAL/DUPONT) 11 minute DVD/USB with ancillary materials
Looks at 4 examples of workplace discrimination; 2 cases of ridiculing colleagues because of their religion and gender; 2 harmful scenarios of sidelining
a pregnant woman and interrupting a coworker, excluding both from the team.

Purchase only, $595

Purchase only, $595

THERE IS ONLY US

POWER OF TEAMWORK, THE: INSPIRED BY THE BLUE ANGELS

(STAR THROWER) 20 minute DVD/USB. The 4 segments individually available
only as USBs. Ancillary materials
John Noltner presents a powerful concept in 4 segments for helping viewers
to get along with each other. Memorable stories, powerful images and sincere
storytelling create a roadway for successful relationships.

(ADVANCED KNOWLEDGE) a 27 minute DVD; 12 individual USBs ranging from
1.5 to 5 minutes; ancillary materials
The world-renowned Blue Angels deliver awe inspiring examples of teamwork,
as they go through their spectacular flight patterns and dazzling maneuvers
with speeds of over 1000 miles per hour.
Individual Titles: Capitalize On Synergy; Clarify Procedures; Communicate
Vertically & Horizontally; Cross Train & and Rotate; the Fine Trust; Foster
Positive Attitudes; Leading A Team; Maintaining Peak Performance; Prepare to When; Put Team First; Sharing Values; and Strive For Perfection.

Purchase only, $695. Individual USBs of the 4 segments, $195 each, all $156 each. Minimum Online, $545
WORKPLACE WELLNESS SERIES

(DIVERSITY RESOURCES) a 4 DVD/USB series averaging 33 minutes with
ancillary materials
This Workplace Wellness program will help everyone to feel better at work,
improve cognition, get increased energy, and be extremely productive. It
includes exercise and yoga, diet and nutrition mediation and mindlessness,
positive thinking and cognitive to, building relationships, etc.
Presenting Being Sober At Work: Tools For Addiction.
Presenting Feel Calm At Work: Tools For Stress & Anxiety.
Presenting Feel Good At Work: Tools For Depression.
Be Focused At Work: Tools for ADHD

Purchase only, $695. Purchase of individual titles, $195 each, 2-10 - $156
each, 11 plus, $146 each
SAFETY MATTERS: ACTIVE SHOOTER PREPAREDNESS

(COASTAL/DUPONT) 8 minute DVD with ancillary materials
This program shows viewers how to report suspicious activity, respond to active shooter incidents, determine when it’s best to run, hide or fight, and what
to expect and how to respond when law enforcement arrives at the scene.

Purchase only, $395

Each. Purchase only, $695. Quantity discounts. Streaming minimum $395.
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